ECOFUNEL: nuevos compuestos ad-hoc de inyección en molde con capacidades eléctricas mejoradas para sistemas embarcados

La Comisión Europea tiene un gran compromiso en materia de desarrollo de diseños respetuosos con el medio ambiente de sistemas embarcados con el fin de reducir los costes de fabricación, y a la vez la contaminación en servicio que se deriva de estos elementos. Uno de los enfoques principales es sustituir las partes metálicas por compuestos poliméricos que presenten la rigidez, bajo peso, comportamiento multifuncional y reciclabilidad necesaria. A su vez se busca la eliminación de tratamientos superficiales contaminantes y se permita reusar los materiales al fin de la vida de los componentes.

En este escenario, Liebherr Aerospace SAS y el consorcio formado por FIDAMC, CTAG y ADERA lanzaron el proyecto ECOFUNEL junto con el soporte financiero de la Comisión Europea bajo la iniciativa Clean Sky 2. Este trabajo tiene como objetivo dar alternativas a los actuales cuerpos de válvula metálicos de sistemas de acondicionamiento de cabina para aeronaves, mediante el empleo de termoplásticos, y a la vez afrontar el reto de mantener los niveles de conductividad y propiedades mecánicas requeridos para estos elementos.

La línea de investigación abierta se centra en el desarrollo de nuevas formulaciones de materiales funcionalizados que se basan en compuestos termoplásticos de altas prestaciones para inyección en molde con capacidades eléctricas mejoradas. Estas nuevas formulaciones se han diseñado, producido y estudiado sistemáticamente dentro del proyecto ECOFUNEL para fabricar un prototipo finalmente empleando los materiales ad-hoc.

ECOFUNEL: New Ad-hoc injection molding composites with enhanced electrical features for airborne systems

The European Commission has a strong compromise in matter of developing eco-friendly designs for airborne systems to reduce both manufacturing and in-service contamination related to those elements. One of the main approaches in this sense is to substitute metal parts by stiff, light-weight, multifunctional and recyclable polymer-based compounds which allow eliminating hazardous surface treatments and also permit reusing the materials at the end of life of the components.

In this framework, ECOFUNEL project was launched by Liebherr Aerospace SAS with the consortium formed by FIDAMC, CTAG and ADERA, and with the financial support of the European Commission under the Clean Sky 2 initiative. The work aims to giving alternatives to current metal valve bodies of air conditioning systems for aircraft, by investigating the use of thermoplastic while addressing the challenge of keeping sufficient electrical conductivity and mechanical properties of the part.

The research line put the focus on the development of new functionalized material formulations based on high performance injection molding thermoplastic compounds with enhanced electrical feature. New formulations are designed, produced and studied systematically within ECOFUNEL and a final prototype element will be created employing the ad-hoc own-designed materials.
1 Introduction

The increasing concern of aircraft manufacturers in the substitution of metal parts by polymeric elements is a strong driver for the last material developments. Lightweight metal alloys are widely employed in aeronautics for their outstanding performance and advantages in manufacturing and in service behavior. Nevertheless, these components need very often hazardous surface treatments \([1]\) for corrosion protection and do not present the best properties-to-weight ratio available.

Thus, aircraft industry is experiencing an increasing trend in the amount of metal parts that have been already substituted by composites. The use of carbon-fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) in airliners has grown significantly in the last years, and nowadays it accounts near the 50% of the total weight of the most recent models such as the Boeing 787 \([2]\) or Airbus 350 XWB \([3]\).

These materials can show outstanding specific stiffness, high mechanical strength, strong chemical resistance and good fire safety among others. Furthermore, their tunable anisotropy derived from the diverse stacking sequence combination possibilities is employed by the designers to create components with unique properties \([4]\). Also, most of CFRP employed in aeronautics are composed of unidirectional or woven continuous fibers embedded in thermoset matrices, especially when referring to structural elements of crafts.

In the other side, thermoplastic-based composites (TPC) attracted the attention of manufacturers due to the end-of-life recyclability of the components, the one-step manufacturing processes involved and the increased fracture toughness of these materials as compared to thermosets. Furthermore, the recent developments in material chemistry led to the production of grades of thermoplastic such as PAEK (Poly Aryl-Ether-Ketone) family that fulfill the highest safety flight standards in terms of fire retardancy and smoke toxicity, which are mandatory performance for cabin interior systems \([5]\).

However, the multifunctionality of airborne components is an established approach for lowering weight of the aircraft. Multifunctional materials often present high mechanical properties in combination with a side feature which would eliminate additional elements to cover the needs of the set. In particular, electrical conductivity is very commonly required in ducts for allowing releasing the electrostatic charges produced by the fluids in their movement.

The most common approach for enhancing the electrical conductivity of TPC’s is the use of conductive fillers which might create an electrical path in the bulk of the isolating material \([6,7]\). Conductive particles filling the resin are a very effective strategy to increase the electrical feature when a sufficient percentage over the percolation limit is well dispersed in the material \([8]\). In addition, it is observed that fillers of any kind can lead to a reinforcement side effect on mechanical properties which is normally desirable.

Liebherr Aerospace SAS, as an international leader in manufacturing of airborne systems, is putting its effort in researching for new materials that meet extreme condition requirements at once. In particular, valve bodies of cabin air conditioning systems are subjected to high mechanical stress at high temperatures, while challenged to sustain enough electrical conductivity to drive the electrostatic currents away to avoid sparking. Since the electrical conductivity of commercial grades of TPC’s is still insufficient for this specific purpose, these requirements are currently fulfilled by electric bridges that permit an electrical path through the system.

Within the objective of improving Europe’s industrial competitiveness, ECOFUNEL project was promoted by the European Commission as a Research and Innovation Action to carry out the necessary activities for obtaining enhanced conductivity grades of injection molding thermoplastics capable to fulfill the requirements of Liebherr Aerospace SAS, the Topic Manager (TM) of the project, in this particular field. The Consortium composed by FIDAMC, CTAG and CANOE is now obtaining new material formulations employing the abovementioned approaches that could be promising candidates for manufacturing an actual-size prototype of valve body that will meet all the requirements.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials and specimens

Within ECOFUNEL project, four different formulations of enhanced thermoplastic compounds were designed, created and studied in order to overcome the low electrical conductivity of commercial grades. The new materials were tested to evaluate their electrical performance, but also the effect of the modifications on the mechanical properties. The values obtained were compared with the current market available TPC grade employed for the particular uses of the Topic Manager.

In order to accomplish the characterization campaign of the materials, two different types of samples were created by injection molding:

- ISO 527 Type 1A:2012 – Dog bone shape samples
- ISO 180 – Flexural bars

The samples were used for obtaining the mechanical properties by tensile test and electrical performance respectively. Tensile test was carried out with a MTS universal testing machine according to ISO 527-2 standard. A load cell of 100kN was employed for the tests and strain of the specimens was measured employing a Epsilon extensometer with high temperature capabilities.

Electrical testing was performed employing a Keithley 2040 Ohmmeter by four-wire setup with a voltage input of 20V and a compliance current of 1mA. In order to assure a good contact between the probes and the samples, the measurement surfaces of the samples were coated employing silver paint leaving to set for at least 24h prior to testing.

2.2 Results

Conductivity test

Conductivity measurements were conducted at room temperature on five flexural specimens of each material employing an own-designed setup composed of a clamping tooling with metallized electrodes. Ohmic resistance was
manually collected, and converted into electrical resistivity employing the equation:

\[ \rho = R \frac{A}{\ell} \]  

(1)

Where \( R \) is the ohmic resistance, \( A \) the section of the specimen and \( \ell \) the length.

Employing the resistivity of the materials, the electrical conductivity was obtained by Eq.2:

\[ \sigma = \frac{1}{\rho} \]  

(2)

The results were plotted in Figure 1 as a percentage of the reference material value where the error bars are the standard deviation of every batch of experiments.

As seen in the graph all the new formulations proposed present higher electrical performance as compared to that of the reference material. Even being the worse performing one, Material 1 presents over three times the conductivity of the reference. Furthermore, the three remaining materials show outstanding properties ranging 800-1100% that of the commercially available grades. In particular, Material 2 is observed to present the highest conductivity among all, one order of magnitude over the reference.

**Mechanical test**

Mechanical tests were performed at room temperature 23 ± 2°C, 50 ± 5% of relative humidity, and at a constant speed of 1mm/min as mentioned in the standard to avoid any effect of embrittlement of the materials. Elastic Modulus and Tensile Strength were obtained from the tests and plotted in Figure 2 and 3, where the standard deviation of the tests are the error bars.

Tensile Strength was also recorded as the maximum stress overcome by the samples. This property of the new formulations is also lower than that shown by the reference material. The lowest value is 67% again shown by Material 2 which seems to be the worst performing among all in matter of mechanical properties. Anyway, tensile strength of the rest of materials ranges 71-73% which is slightly above the minimum observed.

**Manufacturability**

Since the market available injection molding grades are normally optimized to the processing conditions, they very rarely present problems during manufacturing. When obtaining new formulations the materials may show extremely low or high melt viscosity that can compromise the injection molding process. Thus, manufacturability is another key factor to pay attention to since a wrong processability of the materials can ruin the process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>REF</th>
<th>MAT 1</th>
<th>MAT 2</th>
<th>MAT 3</th>
<th>MAT 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFI [%]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease to be processed</td>
<td>EXCELLENT</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
<td>BAD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this particular study it was observed that the commercial grade presents the best characteristics to be processed, whereas Material 4 is highly difficult to process. The rest of the compounds are in a medium level and can be processed by only taking into account several specific parameters.

3 Conclusions

Several TPC were successfully designed and created by the ECOFUNEL Consortium for their assessment as candidates for the production of a full-scale demonstrator. All materials were evaluated in mechanical and electrical properties employing standard tensile testing machine and common ohmmeter equipment and procedures.

The new ad-hoc formulations presented better electrical performance as compared with the reference material, whereas all of them showed lower mechanical properties. The reference material seems to be fully designed to present the highest mechanical performance while exhibiting certain grade of electrical conductivity. In the other hand, since the main focus of the project was to keep electrical level of materials as high as possible, the mechanical feature of the material designs was considered the balance parameter to keep in view.

Preliminary, Material 4 seems the most interesting for the purposes of the TM since it presents outstanding electrical conductivity, near 8.5 times more than that of the reference. In addition, this material keeps mechanical performance at a sufficient level, showing a modulus and a tensile strength only 23% and 26% lower respectively as compared to reference. However, this material is hard to process and it is one of the key aspects that may be attended when selecting the new materials.

On the other hand, Material 3 shows similar mechanical performance as Material 4 but presenting slightly lower electrical conductivity (7.5 times more than the reference). In addition, this material exhibits ease to be processed showing no big issues when being employed for manufacturing.

Thus, Material 3 is considered as the best candidate created for the purpose, and more samples will be produced to be furtherly investigated. For the next testing campaign, the selected material will be subjected to advanced characterization in order to assess its implementation. This next step will include:

- Tensile at wide range of temperatures.
- Electrical performance under certain conditions.
- Resistance to chemicals.
- Fire testing.
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